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'ARTLIGHTS' by Galerie6.com

No wall picture will ever be the same again, with 'Artlights' providing a beautiful framed image by day and 
literally come alive when 'lit.' Mounted within a contemporary frame they will provide an impressive ambient 
wall light. With exceptional and unique imaging your 'Artlight' is a high quality fine art image unlit.

Galerie6 use their own specialised technique to provide exceptional detail and colour with LED backlighting, 
with true blacks and half tones creating an almost 'life like 3 dimensional effect'. 

'Artlights' are particularly good for rooms with poor or no natural light, including basements. Conforming 
to high quality fine art standards they are regarded as an impressive 21st Century piece of wall furniture, 
whether it be one major central showpiece or several to compliment any room.

Whether you choose from a wide range of subjects through one of our extensive picture libraries or utilising a 
favourite personal image, 'Artlights' will provide a unique solution for any room.





'Artlight' modular dimensions

Our white and black contemporary frames are hand made using 'fine art guild' standards with 
beveled mounts and glass to provide a true quality framed product. 
Combining LED technology and 'specialised imaging' will literally 'bring your picture to life' 
..."No wall picture will ever be the same again."

Outer frame size 790mm x 790mm 
Image/Lit area 540mm x 540mm 
Beveled mount surround 130mm

Outer frame size 1250mm x 650mm 
Image/Lit area 1140mm x 540mm 
Beveled mount surround 25mm

Installation
Each 'Artlight' comes complete with individual driver unit to power the energy efficient 12 volt LED backlight and 
this is built within the framed unit. A 240volt supply will need to be provided to the driver unit and this can be 
connected to a 13 amp socket. In order for a seamless installation it is recommended a qualified electrician will be 
required for a power source either behind the location or channeled into the wall.
Most walls will have wall light power and these can be utilised for the 'Artlight' installation. 
NB: Galerie6 'Artlights' will still provide a unique fine art image 'unlit'.

'Artlights' are available in formats to suit your wall space, and by 
selecting either portrait or landscape profile images.

Some installations have selected 3 together to create a dramatic 
'tryptych' effect making the installation even more dramatic.



'ARTLIGHT' Wall Panels by Galerie6.com
Incorporating the same LED technology and high resolution imaging these Wall Panels are a fabulous extension 
of individual 'Artlights'. Using the same high quality framing techniques Wall Panels offer the flexibility of filling 
an empty wall space and creating a spectacular effect.

This concept is perfect for corporate installations as either a backdrop for your reception area or an impressive 
and inspiring boardroom, the ideas are endless. 
Create any view from your sitting room, whether it be a beach scene or a view from space the limit is only your 
imagination.

With square modules of 645mm and a wide variety of module placements, 'ARTLIGHT' wall panels will fit most 
wall spaces creating a virtual window. Galerie6 specialised imaging provide an almost 3 dimensional effect. 

At additional cost all images can be replaced for a change of scene.

Galerie6.com 





For more infomation contact us at
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